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ABSTRACT 
It is shown that the inequality ,& aijzjZ j > [Zj zj*( (for all z = [+. . . , z,,]’ E @“) 
implies that the matrix (A = (aij)) 1s invertible with liA-‘li < I/Al/. The result 
extends to linear operators on a complex Hilbert space with conjugation. 
Let H be a complex Hilbert space with conjugation (i.e., the complex- 
ification of a real Hilbert space SW) so z E 2 can be written uniquely as 
z = x + iy with x, y E X,. There is, in &, a real-bilinear form 
w’z = (u * x - v * y) + i(u ’ y + v ’ x), 
where w = u + iv and the ( * ) products are given by the real inner product 
of Zrw; the usual inner product of X is then wHz = $z where + = 
u - iv is the conjugate of w. 
Roger Horn of Johns Hopkins University (formerly of UMBC) has 
introduced [l] the condition 
zHAz > /zTzI, ZEX, (1) 
for linear operators A on X. This condition arose (with Z = C”) in 
Horn’s work in the theory of univalent analytic functions. He posed the 
questions: Does (1) imply that A must be nonsingular ? If so, is zHAz 2 
(/z/l2 for each z so /(A-ll( < l? (Here, (1 z11 is, of course, the euclidean norm 
(ZHZ)l’2 and the matrix norm is induced by that.) We proceed to show 
that, although the right-hand side of (1) is singular-i.e., z7z may vanish 
for nonzero z-nevertheless an operator A satisfying (1) must be invertible 
and we have the inequality of the title: 
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zHAz 3 l1412/IIAll~ ZEZ, 
IIW d llAll* (2) 
However, an example is given to show that the bound (2) is sharp. The 
author would like to thank Roger Horn for suggesting this problem and 
Juan Schaffer of Carnegie-Mellon University for helpful discussion. 
We begin with the observation that, in considering (l), one may 
restrict attention to those z E X such that zzz > 0 and JjzlI = 1 (otherwise 
scale z by [~z’z~/z’z]~‘~/~~z~~). T o see that the estimate (2) for llA-lll is, 
indeed, sharp consider the 2 x 2 complex matrix 
wherea+t=p,a-r= I/p; forp>lonehasa,tERwitha>,l, 
t > 0 and a2 - 1 = t2. Clearly A,, is then self-adjoint with eigenvectors 
(1, -i)‘, (l,i)‘andcorrespondingeigenvaluesp, Ilpso /[A,(/ = p = [/A,-ll[. 
To verify (1) we consider z = (u + ib, c + id)’ and assume zzz > 0 so 
jzrzI = a2 - b2 + c2 - d2; then 
zHAz - Iz7zI = a[a2 + b2 + c2 + d2] + 2r[ad - bc] - [a2 - b2 + ~2 - d2] 
= [Va - 1 a + va + 1 d12 + [va + 1 b - va - 1 cl2 3 0. 
This shows that for any p > 1 there is an operator A, satisfying (1) with 
IjA,-l\l = I]ADlj = p. While the example given above is only for .X = 
c2, this applies to any such &’ of higher dimension by extending A, as 
the identity on the orthocomplement of a 2-dimensional subspace on which 
it is given as above. 
Before stating and proving the theorem we obtain the critical inequality 
ljAl\ >, a + 2f(l - Aa) - t2(A - a) - (t2 + 2&s, TV [w, (3) 
for A satisfying (1). Here I E [w and it is assumed that there is a unit 
vector n E SF such that 
a = U7U >, 0, j\Au - Au(( < e. 
To obtain (3), let e = Au - i?u and note that 
uHAu = I + uHe, uTAu = 1~ + u’e 
luH$ /u’el < (lull (IelI GE. 
AN INEQUALITY FOR COMPLEX MATRICES 
Since A is self-adjoint 
uHAii = (A~)~ii = ICC 
and, finally, 
Setting z = tu + U for t E R one has 
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t2u + 2t + ct = t‘Wu + 2tlFi-i + iizii = z’z 
< zHAz = t2uHAu + tuHAii + tuTAu + u’Aii 
< t2(A + e) + t(lcr + E) + t(Ac( + e) + I1All, 
which, on transposition, gives (3). 
We are now in a position to prove the result asserted above, i.e., that 
(1) implies (2). 
THEOREM. Let A be a bounded &ear operator 01z a con~plex Hilbert @ace 
with conjugation suclz that 
zHAz 3 z”z, ZEZ. (1) 
Then A is invertible with I IA-r// ,( /IAll. 
Proof. As A is self-adjoint, all of a(A) is approximate point spectrum 
(see, e.g., [a]) so, for any il E o(A) and any E > 0 (for E = 0 if ;1 is an eigen- 
vector, e.g., if &‘ = C”), one may find a unit vector u = u, with utu = 
0: 3 0 and /IAu - 1,ul/ < 6. Note that cc < uHAu < /IdnIl < 2 + E; also 
tc < l/11(/~ = 1. If A were singular, then (3) would hold with 1 = 0 so, 
for all t E R, 
l/A/( > a + 2t + cd2 - &(t2 + 2t) 
which is impossible for positive t and small enough E. Hence, 0 4 a(A) and 
A is invertible. 
Letting 2, = inf(A: 1 EC(A)} we have 0 < A,, < llAl/ and, by self- 
adjointness, jjA1ll = &-I. If & > 1 then we are through immediately: 
I(A-l/l = &-l <La < l/A[l. On tl ie other hand, for 1 E a(A) with 2 < 1 
one may set 
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6++>0, P=u--E--8, 
choosing a unit vector u as above, and rewrite (3) as 
((A/( 3 P + 2t(l - M) - %I - P) 
+ (1 - B)26 + (1 - (1 + A)t)%. 
Since GC < )3 + E one has /I < A < 1 and, on setting t = (1 - Q3)/(A - /I), 
(3) gives 
IIAII 3 P = p(k P) = P + (laIaf2 . 
Note that ~(2, 0) = l/A and that ,8 < 0 implies 
~(1, ,4I) = l/n - O(E). For /I > 0, observe that 
3 = (1 - nt)s + (1 - I)? > 0 
i 
t 
(as a 3 0) /I = O(E) so 
1 - np 
=---- 
A--P ) 
so ~(1, fi) > ~(2, 0) = l/A for ,8 3 0. For either sign of /I, then, (4) gives 
((A(/ 3 l/L - O(E) whence ((A/l 3 l/L since E > 0 is arbitrary. Taking 
,I = ;l,, gives ((Al 1 > /(A-r( I for ,I,, < 1 also. 
Note that, since ii0 is the minimum of the Ritz quotient one has, by 
the self-adjointness of A, 
~*A~III~I12 3 U3 l/IlAIlL 
which completes the proof of (2). n 
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